
STARRATINGS:*****Brilliant **** Good *** Average ** Poor * Dreadful

THE AMAZING
SPIDER-MAN (3D)
Cert 12A,136mins
***
Starring: Andrew Garfield, Emma
Stone, Rhys Ifans, Martin Sheen
The web-slinging superhero
returns to take on The Lizard in a
reboot of the series which sees

Sam Raimi and Tobey Maguire
dropped in favour of director MarkWebb and Andrew Garfield .

THE DARK
KNIGHT RISES
Cert 12A, 164mins
*****
Starring: Christian Bale, Tom H·ardy,
Anne Hathaway, Marion Cottilard
Batman returns in Christopher
Nolan's bleak, black and brilliant
superhero extravaganza.

Eight years after dispatchingThe Joker, the caped crusader
returns to Gotham to take on
the psychotic Bane (Hardy).

ICE AGE 4: CONTINENTAL
DRIFT (3D)
Cert U, 93mins ***
Voices: Denis Leary, Queen Latifah,
Jen nifer Lopez
Manny the mammoth and his pals
take to the high seas where they
encounter action and adventure in
the latest animated instalment.

IN YOUR HANDS
Cert 15, 81mins *
Starring: Kristin

- Scott Thomas,
Pio Marma"i
The British
actress plays
a surgeon
who's

abducted and held prisoner.
Most of the running time is
spent watching her pacing up
and down. For insomniacs only.

KATY PERRY:
PART OF ME
Cert PG, 97mins
***
A portrait of the
mega-selling singer as she
embarks on her California
Dreams world tour.

KILLER JOE
Cert 18,102mins
***
Starring: Matthew McConaughey,
Emile Hirsch, Thomas Haden Church

A man hires a murderous cop to
kill his mother to collect the
insurance money. After a series
of appalling rom-coms,
McConaughey emerges as a
credible leading man in this nasty
thriller from Exorcist director
William Friedkin.

LOLA VERSUS
Cert 15, 87mins **
Starring:,Greta Gerwig, Zoe Lister
Jones, Debra Winger
A woman who's dumped weeks
before her wedding spends the
next year obsessing about what
might have been while embarking
on a series of flings. A comedy
with no laughs and a supremely
irritating lead character.

THE LORAX (3D)
Cert U, 86mins ***
Voices: Zac Afron, Taylor Swift,
Danny DeVito
This charming adaptation of a
Dr Seuss environmental fable sees
a 12-year-old lad leave the city for
the unchartered outer world to
try to find a real tree. Brought
to us by the team behind
Despicable Me, it's a colourful
and engaging toon.

MAGIC MIKE
Cert 15,110mins
****
Starring: Channing Tatum,

Matthew McConaughey
professional male

stripper teaches a
newcomer the art of
getting paid for
whipping his kit off.
A raunchy but
never lewd
comedy drama.
With its six
packs, firm
buttocks and
chiselled
jaws,
this is The

Full Monty
without
the beer

bellies.

THE MAN INSIDE
Cert 15, 99milfS **
Starring: Ashley 'Bashy' Thomas,
Peter Mullan, Michelle Ryan
A young boxer struggles to come
to terms with his traumatic
childhood in a generally well-acted
but.familiar British drama.

MEN IN
BLACK 3
Cert PG,106mins *

. Starring: Will Smith,
Tommy Lee Jones, Josh Brolin
The alien-busting agents go
back in time to capture an
evil criminal. Despite the reunion
of Messrs Smith and Jones, the
weak effects, tortured storyline
and feeble humour make this
about 100 times less
fun than the original.

PROMETHEUS
Cert 15,124mins
***
Starring: Noomi Rapace,
Charlize Theron

Ridley Scott's loose prequel to his
1979 classic Alien sees a team
of astronauts journeying to a
faraway moon with the hope of

discovering the origins of life itself.An ungainly mix of horror and
speculative sci-fi that fails to live
up to its predecessors.

REVENGE OF THE
ELECTRIC CAR
Cert PG, 90mins **
Following on from Who Killed The
Electric Car? (2006), this
documentary tells us how soaring
fuel prices and global warming .
have prompted a resurgence in
vehicles that run off the mains.

SEARCHING FOR
SUGAR MAN
Cert 12A, 86mins ****
This engrossing documentarY
charts the efforts of fans, a
record shop owner and a
journalist, to discover the fate
of 70s folk singer Sixto Diaz
Rodriguez, who was rumoured to
have killed himself onstage.

SEEKING A FRIEND
FOR THE END OF
THE WORLD
Cert 15,101mins**
Starring: Steve Carell, Keira
Knightley, Martin Sheen
With an asteroid about to strike
Earth and wipe out humanity, an
insurance salesman goes in search
of an ex, accompanied by his
kooky neighbour. Carell and
Knightley fail to convince as a very
unlikely couple as they encounter
end-of-days hedonism.

TED .
Cert 15,106mins
*****
Starring: Mark Wahlberg, Mila-Kunis
A walking, talking teddy bear with
a liking for beer and bad
behaviour is the star of this
raucous laughathon from Family
Guy creator Seth MacFarlane.

Lewd, crude and very funny, it's
the comedy of the year.


